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Dear Readers,
The SAP Community has announced a new topic page featuring the Business
Technology Platform. You can read all about how this common technology
platform ensures that SAP applications are well integrated in this blog post by
Juergen Mueller.
Be sure to watch this video on the SAP Community and learn about the best ways
to leverage all the information available on community. The presenters share their
experiences learning about key strategies and updates from daily visits. The more
you contribute, the more you get in return.
In this edition, you might also note the new layout and sections. Up top are the
featured blogs on various topics of interest, including SAP S/4HANA and the

ABAP platform. Next, you'll find relevant Community related news, including the
winners of the latest coding challenge and a new Spotlight Interview.
Regards,
Catherine LaCroix
Editor

SAP S/4HANA During COVID19-Era
Paul Clark, Senior Director for SAP
Strategic Ecosystem and Sven
Denecken, SVP of SAP S/4HANA
Product Success, Co-Innovation &
Content discuss impact the
coronavirus has on SAP's ecosystem.
Learn about how SAP has been
supporting digital transformation for all
industries.
SAP S/4HANA During COVID-19

SAP One Domain Model – The
Lingua Franca of the
Integrated Intelligent Suite
Learn how SAP will be using the SAP
One Domain Model as the one
language – the lingua franca – of the
integrated intelligent suite. You'll
discover where SAP One Domain
Model is already used and get some
basic understanding on the technical
concept behind it.
SAP One Domain Model

SAP HANA and SAP S/4HANA
- A Simple Guide
What exactly is SAP HANA? and what
is S/4HANA? How is implementing or
upgrading to it different from the R/3
upgrades that were significant
programs for many organizations over
the last few decades? In this article,
you'll learn the background and context
that led to SAP HANA as well as
clarifying the technical concepts, why
they are important, and how the
business application has changed.
A Simple Guide to SAP S/4HANA

ABAP Platform – Part 1 –
Evolution from SAP
Netweaver
SAP S/4HANA 1809 runs on top of the
new ABAP Platform and it's based in a
new Kernel line (Kernel 7.7x) breaking
the compatibility with the old SAP
Netweaver systems. Want to know
more about the stack changes in
2020? Have a look to Roland
Kramer's blog post: Upgrade to
S/4HANA 2020 – Time to change.
ABAP Platform Evolution

Community News

Spotlight Interview - Douglas Cezar Küchler
Read the latest Spotlight Interview that features active community member
Douglas Cezar Küchler, whose love of reading and learning is reflected in
all his work as well as his contributions tot he community
Spotlight Interview

SAP Coding Challenge – Winners!
Who won the most recent code challenge? Congratulations Huseyin Dereli!
Find out more in this blog post about the challenge and how Huseyin
submitted the winning entry.

Coding Challenge Winners

Upcoming Community Calls
June 30 - SAP Integration Strategy -- the Integration Journey Toward an
Integrated, Intelligent Suite
July 2 - Strategy Toward Innovation and Business Value
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